“The Future of Chinese Administrative Law”

October 24, 2012  •  University of Pennsylvania Law School

9:00 - 9:15: Welcome, Opening Remarks

Jacques deLisle  (University of Pennsylvania Law School; Center for the Study of Contemporary China; Center for East Asian Studies)
Cary Coglianese  (University of Pennsylvania Law School; Penn Program on Regulation)
Michael Herz  (Cardozo Law School; Floersheimer Center for Constitutional Democracy)

9:15 - 9:30: Introduction

Neysun Mahboubi  (University of Connecticut Law School)

9:30 - 11:30: Panel I: Administrative Procedure

Chair:  Jacques deLisle  (University of Pennsylvania Law School)
Presenter:  WANG Xixin  (Peking University Law School)
Commentator:  Peter Strauss  (Columbia Law School)
Commentator:  Stanley Lubman  (Berkeley Law School)
Presenter:  ZHENG Chunyan  (Zhejiang University Law School)
“Causes and Normative Possibilities of Negotiated Administrative Action”
Commentator:  Jeffrey Lubbers  (American University Law School)
Commentator:  James Feinerman  (Georgetown University Law Center)

11:30 - 12:00: Break

12:00 - 1:00: Keynote Address

Speaker:  Stanley Lubman  (University of California, Berkeley Law School)
“30 Years of Chinese Administrative Law Reform: The View from Abroad”

[Members of the audience are welcome to bring lunch to the keynote address.]
1:00 - 3:00: **Panel II: Approaches to Regulation**

Chair: Cary Coglianese  (University of Pennsylvania Law School)

Presenter: ZHOU Hanhua  (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Institute of Law)

“China’s Regulatory Reform: Experience, Challenges, and Prospects”

Commentator: Edward Rubin  (Vanderbilt Law School)
Commentator: Dali Yang  (University of Chicago, Political Science)

Presenter: SONG Hualin  (Nankai University Law School)

“Collaborative Governance in Pharmaceutical Regulation in China”

Commentator: Theodore Ruger  (University of Pennsylvania Law School)
Commentator: Jamie Horsley  (Yale Law School)

3:00 - 3:30:  **Break**

3:30 - 5:30: **Panel III: External Oversight**

Chair: Michael Herz  (Cardozo Law School)

Presenter: HE Haibo  (Tsinghua University Law School)

“Litigation without a Ruling: The Predicament of Administrative Law in China”

Commentator: Michael Asimow (Stanford Law School)
Commentator: Neysun Mahboubi  (University of Connecticut Law School)

Presenter: LIN Yan  (Shanghai Jiaotong University Law School)

“The Evolution and Functioning of the NPC Standing Committee’s Oversight Power”

Commentator: Nina Mendelson  (University of Michigan Law School)
Commentator: Jacques deLisle  (University of Pennsylvania Law School)

5:30 - 6:00:  **Recap, Closing Remarks**

Jacques deLisle  (University of Pennsylvania Law School)